Gap soliton and quasi-linear $2\pi$ pulse in continuous resonant photonic crystals
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Nonlinear interaction of coherent intensive optical radiation with continuous resonant photonic crystal (RPC) is analytically and numerically studied in the framework of semiclassical approach using the two-wave Maxwell–Bloch equations. The analytical solution being the gap soliton of self-induced transparency is obtained in the case of an initially unexcited continuous RPC. This solution is confirmed numerically. Influence of both initial inversion and resonant atom concentration function profile on the pulse dynamics in continuous RPC is analyzed. Suppression of the Bragg reflection and a “quasi-linear” $2\pi$ pulse propagation in the case of zero initial inversion in continuous RPC is shown. The possibility of laser pulse compression using slow spatial changing of resonant atom concentration is demonstrated. © 2013 Optical Society of America
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1. INTRODUCTION

Taking into account nonlinearity in the interaction of electromagnetic waves with periodic media, or photonic crystals (PC), allowed for significant change to the current conceptions of solitary wave propagation dynamics in such structures [1–3]. It was shown that within the linear photonic band gap there can propagate nonlinear solitary waves, so called gap solitons, in photonic crystals with different types of nonlinearity: resonant [4–8], cubic [2–13], and quadratic ones [14,15]. The trapped gap solitons with amplitudes less than freely propagating pulse amplitude can oscillate inside a PC [16,17] and interact with exact solitons inelastically [18–20]. Essential part of these results [4–8,16–20] was obtained during a study of the discrete resonant photonic crystals (RPCs) model [4], a so-called resonant Bragg grating, where resonant two-level atoms are localized in periodically situated thin layers divided by homogeneous or periodic linear dielectric medium. This model of the δ-function nonlinear grating allowed for the obtaining of simple analytical solutions of some difficult nonlinear dynamic problems, but for the analysis of experimental data we need more realistic model. A relevant model is a continuous RPC, that is, the structure with the periodic continuous function of resonant atom concentration; for example, PC made of porous glass [21,22] filled with a gas of resonant two-level atoms. Optical phenomena in such media for the present are poorly studied. Only one particular case of continuous RPC with harmonic modulation of resonant atom concentration was considered [23]. It was shown theoretically that, in this structure, propagation of the gap solitons of self-induced transparency (GS SIT) is allowed. Nevertheless, in a continuous RPC, qualitatively new effects can be expected. It is actually well known that, under conditions of incoherent light–matter interaction in the homogeneous resonant medium, a refraction index becomes equal to the linear matrix refraction index if the initial value of inversion is equal to zero [24]. It means that, in this case, resonant atoms do not influence the dynamics of pulse propagation as if they were absent in the medium. In a continuous RPC the effect is similar but, in the coherent case, it should lead to suppression of the Bragg reflection because the reason for the Bragg reflection in such media is periodicity of function of resonant atom concentration.

In this paper, we consider interaction of coherent intensive optical radiation with continuous RPC having rather arbitrary distribution of two-level atom concentration in the framework of the semiclassical approach. Through analytical solving of the set of the two-wave Maxwell–Bloch (MB) equations, the existence of the GS SIT in the general case of a continuous RPC with an arbitrary concentration function is shown. The pulse formation process in a continuous RPC is studied and it is also shown that the initial inversion and resonant atom concentration profile can have a significant effect upon intense pulse propagation dynamics. So, in the case of zero initial inversion in a continuous RPC, the propagation of a so called “quasi-linear” $2\pi$ pulse takes place. The pulse interacts nonlinearly and coherently with each two-level atom, but average medium polarization is zero because of spatial phase mismatching between atom dipole moments and field wave. As a result, the pulse propagates with group velocity determined by the linear matrix medium only. In structures with slowly changing resonant atom concentration profiles, essential increase of intensity and compression of soliton-like pulses might be done. The argumentation of this effect appearance is given; compression occurs because of energy transfer from backward wave to passing one.
Let us consider the coherent interaction of a quasi-monochromatic intensive laser radiation pulse with a continuous RPC, which is a homogenous dielectric medium matrix doped with resonant two-level atoms. To solve this problem, we will use a semiclassical description of light–matter interaction—classical field interacts with quantum oscillators. The resonant atom concentration function is assumed to be the continuous periodical one-dimensional function of the coordinate \( \rho(x) = \rho(x + d) \) with the period equal to \( d \). The concentration \( \rho \) must be small enough to neglect dipole–dipole interaction of resonant atoms and local field effects. Using the Maxwell equation, we obtain the wave equation characterizing propagation of the plane-polarized light along the \( x \) axis in this medium,

\[
E_{xx}(x, t) - e\varepsilon_0^{-2}E_{tt}(x, t) = 4\pi\varepsilon_0^{-1}P_{NL}(x, t),
\]

where \( E \) is the electric field of light wave; \( P_{NL} \) is a small resonant polarization, that is, the dipole moment of the unit of the structure volume provided by doping resonant atoms; \( \varepsilon = \text{const} \) is the dielectric constant of the homogenous linear matrix; \( c_0 \) is the light velocity in vacuum; and the subscripts denote the partial derivatives to \( x \) and \( t \). Polarization \( P_{NL} \) is defined from solution of Bloch equations for the dipole moment and the inversion of two-level atoms. The central frequency \( \omega \) is assumed to coincide with the atom-resonant transition frequency, and the resonant grating period \( d \) in the case of normal incidence of pulses upon the structure obeys the Bragg condition for the central frequency \( 2k = m\hbar \) or \( d = m\lambda / 2 \), where \( k = \omega / c = 2\pi / \lambda \), \( c = c_0 / \sqrt{\varepsilon} \) is the light velocity in the unmodulated linear medium, \( H = 2\pi / d \) is the modulus of reciprocal lattice vector, and \( m \) is an integer, a diffraction order. The satisfaction of the Bragg condition makes it possible to reduce the number of waves passing within the structure to two counterpropagating nonlinear waves strongly coupled with each other, which are called the Bragg waves. Propagation constants of these nonlinear waves \( \pm k \) are equal to real parts of effective wave numbers of the linear Bragg modes within the linear photonic band gap \( k = m\hbar / 2 \). Let us suppose that the pulse duration is large enough so its spectrum is entirely localized in the photonic band gap. Then we seek the solution of the wave equation in the form of two quasi-monochromatic counterpropagating waves with complex, slowly varying amplitudes \( E^\pm(x, t) \),

\[
E(x, t) = (1/2)(E^+(x, t)e^{ikx-\omega t} + E^-(x, t)e^{-ikx+\omega t}) + \text{c.c.},
\]

where c.c. is the complex conjugate of this expression. The phase change of the waves propagating in a periodic structure, which is taken into account in the Floquet–Bloch theorem by the effective wave vector of Bloch waves, here will be taken into account directly through spatial dependence of complex wave amplitudes \( E^\pm(x, t) \).

Then consider equations for slowly varying amplitudes. For this purpose, we substitute the solution in Eq. (2) into Eq. (1) using the slowly varying in time and space envelope approximation

\[
|E^+_x| \ll |kE^+_x|, \quad |E^+_t| \ll |\omega E^+_t|,
\]

and get the equation

\[
(E^+_x + e^{-1}E^+_t)e^{ikx+\omega t} + (-E^+_x + e^{-1}E^+_t)e^{-ikx-\omega t} + \text{c.c.} = -(4\pi/|k\varepsilon_0^2|)P_{NL}. \tag{3}
\]

To separate amplitudes \( E^\pm \) and their complex conjugate \( (E^\pm)^* \), it is necessary to multiply Eq. (3) by \( \exp(\pm i\omega t) \) and average it over a time \( \Delta t \gg \omega^{-1} \) but less than the typical time of amplitudes \( E^\pm \) changing, i.e., the pulse duration. Then we multiply Eq. (3) in turn by \( \exp(\pm ikx) \) and average it over a volume \( V \sim \lambda^3 \) to exclude oscillating terms of order \( \exp(\pm 2ikx) \). Consequently, we get the following equation for counterpropagating wave field amplitudes:

\[
\pm E^\pm_x + e^{-1}E^\pm_t = -(4\pi/|k\varepsilon_0^2|)(P_{NL}e^{ikx+\omega t})_{\Delta t, V}. \tag{4}
\]

where the angular brackets \( (\ldots)_{\Delta t, V} \) denote the averaging over a time \( \Delta t \) and a volume \( V \). The atomic polarization function \( P_{NL}(x, t) \) in Eq. (4) is determined by matter equations of the structure.

Let the period of the structure \( d \) exceed considerably the typical distance \( b \) between resonant atoms. Then the continuous function of the atomic resonant polarization in the wave Eq. (4) can be written in the form

\[
P_{NL}(x, t) = P_{\Delta V}(x, t) = P_{\Delta V}(x, t)N/\Delta V = P(x, t)\rho(x). \tag{5}
\]

where \( P_{\Delta V}(x, t) \) is the total dipole moment of resonant atoms in a small volume \( b^3 \ll V \ll d^3 \) in the region round the \( x \) point and \( N \) is the number of resonant atoms in the volume \( \Delta V \). \( P(x, t) = P_{\Delta V}(x, t)/N = (1/2)[-\mu P(x, t) \exp(-i\omega t) + \text{c.c.}] \) is the average over the ensemble of \( N \) particles dipole moment of the atom in the \( x \) point and \( \mu \) is the matrix element of the transition dipole moment. The value of the slowly changing in time complex amplitude of the normalized atom dipole moment \( P(x, t) \) is obtained from the average over a small volume \( \Delta V \) Bloch equations

\[
P_t(x, t) = n(x, t)\Omega^+(x, t)e^{ikx} + \Omega^-(x, t)e^{-ikx},
\]

\[
n_t(x, t) = -\text{Re}[P^+(x, t)\Omega^+(x, t)e^{ikx} + \Omega^-(x, t)e^{-ikx}]). \tag{6}
\]

where \( n(x, t) \) is the inversion averaged over the ensemble of atoms in the \( x \) point; \( \Omega^\pm(x, t) = (\mu / \hbar)E^\pm \) are the normalized wave amplitudes; \( \tau_c = (\hbar^2 / 2\mu^2 \rho_0 \omega)^{1/2} \) is the cooperative time, characterizing mean lifetime of the photon in the resonant medium and defining the size of the linear photonic band gap in RPC [4]; \( \rho_0 \) is the normalized dipole moment of the concentration of resonant atoms \( \rho(x) = \rho_0 \bar{\rho}(x) \); and \( \bar{\rho}(x) \) is the nondimensional periodic function. Then, substituting the expression for the polarization [Eq. (5)] into the equations for slowly varying amplitudes of the counterpropagating waves [Eq. (4)], taking into account that \( P(x, t) \) slowly changes in time \( |P_t| \ll |\omega P| \) and, jointly with Eq. (6), we get the set of two-wave MB equations for the continuous RPC in nondimensional variables:

\[
\pm \Omega^\pm_t(\xi, \tau) + \Omega^\pm_\tau(\xi, \tau) = \langle P(\xi, \tau)\bar{\rho}(\xi)e^{i\Lambda(\xi)} \rangle_t, \tag{7a}
\]
\[ P_{\tau}(\xi, r) = n(\xi, r)[\Omega^+(\xi, r)e^{ik\xi} + \Omega^- (\xi, r)e^{-ik\xi}], \quad (7b) \]

\[ n_{\tau}(\xi, r) = -\text{Re}[P^+(\xi, r)[\Omega^+(\xi, r)e^{ik\xi} + \Omega^- (\xi, r)e^{-ik\xi}]] , \quad (7c) \]

where \( \Omega^\pm(\xi, r) = (\tau_{\nu}\mu/h)E^\pm(\xi, r) \) are the nondimensionalized wave amplitudes; \( \xi = x/(\tau_{\nu}c) \), \( t = t/\tau_{\nu} \), are the nondimensional space and time coordinates, respectively \( k' = 2\pi/x' \), \( \lambda' = \lambda/(\tau_{\nu}c) \); and the angular brackets denote averaging over the space region \( \Delta^x \sim x' \).

Let us solve analytically the MB Eqs. (7a)–(7c) for the continuous periodic function of resonant atom concentration \( \tilde{\rho}(\xi) \) in the case of the initially unexcited medium: \( n(\xi; r = 0) = -1. \) The function \( \tilde{\rho}(\xi) \) is represented as the Fourier series

\[ \tilde{\rho}(\xi) = \sum_{m=-\infty}^{\infty} C_m e^{i m H \xi} , \quad (8) \]

where \( H' = 2\pi/d' \), \( d' = d/(\tau_{\nu}c) \), \( C_m = (1/d') \int_{-d'/2}^{d'/2} \tilde{\rho}(\xi) \cos(m H' \xi) d\xi \).

After substituting Eq. (8) into Eq. (7a), we will obtain

\[ \pm \Omega^\pm(\xi, r) + \Omega^\pm(\xi, r) = \left\{ P(\xi, r) \sum_{m=-\infty}^{\infty} C_m e^{i m (2m+1) \xi} \right\} \quad \xi \rightarrow 0 . \quad (9) \]

Further, we multiply Eq. (7a) by \( e^{ik'\xi} \),

\[ P_{\tau}(\xi, r)e^{ik'\xi} = n(\xi, r)[\Omega^+(\xi, r)e^{2ik'\xi} + \Omega^- (\xi, r)e^{-2ik'\xi}], \quad (10) \]

and then by \( e^{-ik'\xi} \),

\[ P_{\tau}(\xi, r)e^{-ik'\xi} = n(\xi, r)[\Omega^+(\xi, r)e^{2ik'\xi} + \Omega^- (\xi, r)e^{-2ik'\xi}] \quad (11) \]

and average Eqs. (9)–(11) over the space interval \( \Delta^x \sim x' \). Supposing that \( n(\xi, r) \) slowly changes within this space interval, one neglects the averaged oscillating exponents and eventually obtains the following set of equations:

\[ \Omega^\pm(\xi, r) \pm \Omega^\pm(\xi, r) = C_1 P^\pm(\xi, r) + C_0 P^\mp (\xi, r), \quad (12a) \]

\[ P^\pm_\tau(\xi, r) = n(\xi, r)\Omega^\pm(\xi, r), \quad (12b) \]

\[ P^\pm_\tau(\xi, r) = n(\xi, r)\Omega^\pm(\xi, r), \quad (12c) \]

\[ n_{\tau}(\xi, r) = -\text{Re}[P^+(\xi, r)[\Omega^+(\xi, r) + P^{++}(\xi, r)\Omega^- (\xi, r)]], \quad (12d) \]

where

\[ P^\pm(\xi, r) \equiv [P(\xi, r)e^{\pm ik'\xi}]_x, \quad C_1 = C_{11} = (1/d') \int_{-d'/2}^{d'/2} \tilde{\rho}(\xi) \cos(H' \xi) d\xi, \quad \text{and} \quad C_0 = (1/d') \int_{-d'/2}^{d'/2} \tilde{\rho}(\xi) d\xi. \]

The introduced quantities \( P^\pm \) and \( P^\mp \) have the meaning of the averaged atom dipole moments, occurring as the response to the forward and backward Bragg waves respectively; this is clearly seen from Eqs. (12b) and (12c). Obviously, these quantities characterize the matter polarization.

The obtained set of equations does not contain a spatial averaging operator; therefore, it can be solved analytically without additional approximations. We will search the solution of Eqs. (12) in the form of stationary solitary waves

\[ \Omega^\pm(\xi, r) = \Omega^\pm_0 \text{sech} \left( \frac{\xi - vt}{vt_{p}} \right), \quad (13) \]

where \( \Omega^\pm_0 \) are unknown amplitudes of forward and backward waves, \( v \) is the pulse velocity normalized to the light velocity in vacuum \( c_r \) and \( t_p \) is the pulse duration normalized to \( c_r \).

Let \( C_1 \) not equal \( C_0 \). Expressions for \( P^\pm(\xi, r) \) are derived from Eqs. (12a) and (13),

\[ P^\pm(\xi, r) = \pm \frac{C}{vt_p} [C_0(1 \pm v)\Omega^\pm_0 + C_1(1 \mp v)\Omega^\mp_0] \text{sech} \varphi t_p. \quad (14) \]

Depending on velocity \( v \), taking into account Eqs. (13) and (15) we obtain \( n \) and \( \Omega^\pm_0 \) from the Bloch Eqs. (12b)–(12d)

\[ n = -\frac{C}{vt_p} [C_0(1 - v) + C_1a(1 + v)](1 - 2 \text{sech}^2 \varphi), \quad (16) \]

\[ \Omega^\pm_0 = \frac{2}{t_p} \sqrt{\frac{C_0(1 - v) + C_1a(1 + v)}{C_0[1 - v - \alpha^2(1 + v)] + 2C_1av^2}} \quad (17) \]

Using the condition of pulse localization \( n(\xi = \pm \infty) ; r = -1 \), we get from Eq. (16)

\[ \tau_{p}^2 = \frac{C}{v} [C_0(1 - v) + C_1a(1 + v)]. \quad (18) \]

Only value \( \alpha = \alpha_1 \) in Eq. (15) has a physical meaning, because introducing \( \alpha = \alpha_1 \) into Eq. (18) leads to the physically correct inequality \( \tau_p^2 > 0 \) whereas, assuming \( \alpha = \alpha_2 \), we get \( \tau_p^2 < 0 \). Finally one obtains the following analytical solution:

\[ \Omega^\pm = \Omega^\pm_0 \text{sech} \varphi, \quad P^+ = \frac{C}{vt_p} [C_0(1 - v)\Omega^0_0 + C_0(1 + v)\Omega^0_0] \text{sech} \varphi t_p, \]

\[ P^- = -\frac{C}{vt_p} [C_0(1 - v)\Omega^0_0 + C_1(1 + v)\Omega^0_0] \text{sech} \varphi t_p, \]

\[ n = C_0v - \sqrt{C_0^2 - C_1^2(1 - v^2)}(1 - 2 \text{sech}^2 \varphi). \quad (19a) \]

where
\[
\tau_p = \sqrt{\frac{C}{v} \left( \sqrt{C_0^2 - C_1^2(1 - v^2)} - C_0^2 v \right)}.
\]  (19b)

\[
\Omega_0^+ = \frac{2}{\tau_p} \sqrt{\frac{C_0(1 - v) + C_1 \alpha(1 + v)}{C_0(1 - v - \alpha^2(1 + v)) + 2C_1 \alpha v}}, \quad \Omega_0^- = \alpha \Omega_0^+.
\]  (19c)

\[
\alpha = \sqrt{\frac{C_0^2 - C_1^2(1 - v^2)}{C_1(1 + v)}}.
\]  (19d)

In spite of the fact that wavelength precisely satisfies the Bragg condition, the solution (19) presents the stationary solitary wave which propagates through the structure keeping its amplitude, profile, and velocity. The obtained solution thus corresponds to the GS SIT in the continuous RPC with an arbitrary function of resonant atom concentration.

It results from Eqs. (19b)-(19d) that \( \lim_{\varepsilon \to 0} \Omega_0^\pm \to 0 \), i.e., in the case of an even periodic function of atom concentration \( \tilde{\rho}(\xi) \), the set of two-wave MB equations does not have the zero-velocity solution in the form of the standing soliton existing in the discrete resonant grating [4]. It is to be expected that pulses propagating with small velocities in the medium with such function \( \tilde{\rho}(\xi) \) would be unstable.

Note that retaining in Eq. (12a) by averaging only terms including the Fourier coefficients \( C_0, C_1, \) and \( C_{-1}, \) we in fact reduce any periodic even function \( \tilde{\rho}(\xi) \) to the form \( \tilde{\rho}(\xi) = C_0 + 2C_1 \cos H \xi, \) \( H = 2K', \) so implying that the Fourier coefficients of higher orders \( C_m, |m| \geq 2, \) give a negligible contribution into the analytical solution. To find out to what extent this supposition is valid, we have performed the direct numerical integration of the two-wave MB Eqs. (7), followed by comparison of analytical and numerical solutions.

At numerical solving of the two-wave MB Eqs. (7), the function of resonant atom concentration in the structure was taken as \( \tilde{\rho}(\xi) = (1 + \cos^2 2K' \xi)/2 \). In Figs. 1(a) and 1(b), the analytically calculated dependences of the pulse amplitudes \( \Omega_0^\pm \) on the pulse velocity \( v \) are shown by solid lines. The amplitudes are normalized to the values \( \Omega_0^\pm \) at \( v = 0.92 \). The circles indicate values of the normalized amplitudes obtained by numerical solving of the MB equations under the following initial and boundary conditions:

\[
\begin{align*}
\Omega^\pm(\xi; \tau = 0) &= 0, P(\xi; \tau = 0) = 0, n(\xi; \tau = 0) = -1, \\
\Omega^+(\xi = 0; \tau) &= \Omega_0^+ \text{ sech} \varphi, \Omega^-(\xi = L; \tau) = 0,
\end{align*}
\]  (20)

where \( L \) is the nondimensional length of the resonant structure. Numerical simulation was carried out with the method of characteristics. The figures show good coincidence of the analytical and numerical solutions in the case of large pulse velocities. The gap soliton of SIT is formed in the structure very quickly at the depth about pulse length. This effect is well seen from Figs. 1(c) and 1(d), where formation and propagation of gap solitons are shown. Nevertheless, a natural question arises why the values \( \Omega_0^\pm \) obtained numerically at velocities \( v < 0.8 \) do not coincide with the analytical results at the same velocities.

As mentioned previously, the absence of a zero-velocity solution of the set of two-wave MB equations gives evidence of possible instability of pulses propagating with small velocities. The numerical solution is actually unstable at \( v < 0.8 \) [corresponding circles in Fig. 1(b)]. In Figs. 1(a) and 1(b), the values of stable pulse amplitudes at \( v \geq 0.8 \) are demonstrated.

Note that the Fourier coefficients \( C_1 \) and \( C_0 \) are equal to each other only for the profile of concentration of resonant atoms having a form of a grating of \( \delta \)-functions, that is, the discrete RPC. In this case, Eqs. (12) are inapplicable because averaging of the right-hand part of Eq. (7a) results in the equation in the form \( P(\xi; \tau) = n(\xi, \tau)\Omega^+(\xi; \tau) + \Omega^-(-\xi; \tau) \) [4], replacing Eqs. (12b) and (12c). In a discrete RPC, a slow gap soliton can be stable at a low velocity down to zero velocity [4,16].

We will next show that through changing parameters of the structure, namely the initial inversion and the profile of resonant atom concentration, one can control pulse dynamics and their parameters.

### 3. Pulse Dynamics Control Using Initial Excitation of the Resonant Medium and Changing of the Atom Concentration Profile

To analyze influence of initial inversion population value on the propagating pulse dynamics in the continuous RPC, numerical integration of the set of MB Eqs. (7) was carried out for two cases: initially unexcited medium with inversion \( n(\xi; \tau = 0) \equiv n_0 = -1 \) and medium with zero initial inversion \( n_0 = 0 \). In the first case, the initial and boundary conditions are described by Eq. (20); for the second case, we take the conditions

\[
\begin{align*}
\Omega^\pm(\xi; \tau = 0) &= 0, P_1(\xi; \tau = 0) = 0, \\
P_2(\xi; \tau = 0) &= 1, n(\xi; \tau = 0) = 0, \\
\Omega^+(\xi = 0; \tau) &= \Omega_0^+ \text{ sech} \varphi, \Omega^-(\xi = L; \tau) = 0,
\end{align*}
\]
where \( P_1 = \text{Re} P \), \( P_2 = \text{Im} P \). Input pulse amplitudes and durations were selected such that the pulse area would be equal to \( 2\pi \). The atom concentration was selected in the form \( \rho(\xi) = (1 + \cos 2k^2\xi)/2 \).

The results of numerical integration are shown in Figs. 2(a)–2(c). The incident pulse amplitudes are the same in both cases \( n_0 = -1 \) and \( n_0 = 0 \) [Fig. 2(a)]. In Figs. 2(b) and 2(c), one can see that the backward wave amplitudes differ dramatically. The forward and backward wave dynamics in the first case correspond to the GS SIT with velocity \( v = 0.94 \). In the second case, the backward wave amplitude \( \Omega^{-}(\xi = 0; \tau) \) is negligibly small in comparison with the corresponding incident wave amplitude \( \Omega^{+}(\xi = 0; \tau) \) and the amplitude of the backward wave forming in the case of initially unexcited atoms \( n_0 = -1 \). Within the structure, the pulse forms and the values of the amplitudes are similar to that shown in Fig. 2. This result indicates that, at the boundary and in the bulk of the structure, the suppression of both the total Bragg reflection and photonic band gap occurs if \( n_0 = 0 \). Consequently, a pulse in a resonant periodic structure does not slow down like the gap soliton but propagates in the same way as pulses in a linear homogeneous medium, namely with the velocity equal to light velocity in the linear matrix.

The pulse propagating in the structure includes the field \( \Omega^{+} \) of the forward wave and atom excitation. The backward wave \( \Omega^{-} \) in the structure does not exist. Thereby, under fixed initial conditions \( n_0 = 0 \), the Bragg reflection is suppressed and energy exchange occurs only between the propagating wave and resonant atoms of the structure. The appearance of this effect is due to fundamental difference between the spatial distribution of the mean atom dipole moment and inversion in this case and those in the case of initially unexcited medium (Fig. 3). Actually, Eq. (7b) shows that, at \( n_0 = -1 \) and \( P(\xi; \tau = 0) = 0 \), the changing rate of dipole moment \( P_{\Omega} \) is large and therefore field \( \Omega^{+} \) imposes its phase \( k^2\xi \) on the dipole moment \( P(\xi; \tau) \). Then inversion \( n(\xi; \tau) \) will be a slowly varying function in space [Eq. (7c)]. On the contrary, in the case of initial conditions \( n_0 = 0 \) and \( P(\xi; \tau = 0) = 1 \), field \( \Omega^{+} \) imposes its space phase \( k^2\xi \) on inversion \( n(\xi; \tau) \) [Eq. (7c)]. In this case, \( P(\xi; \tau) \) oscillates in space with a doubled frequency as \( \exp(2ik^2\xi) \) [Eq. (7c)]. This leads to zero average polarization in right-hand part of Eq. (7a) and to zero response of resonant structure. It is shown below that the obtained numerical results coincide well with the analytical solution of Eqs. (7).

Let us obtain an analytical solution of the two-wave MB Eqs. (7) under the condition of zero initial inversion for a periodic \( \rho(\xi) \) with a period \( d' = \pi/2 \). Results of the numerical simulation let us search an automodel solution in the form

\[
\begin{align*}
\Omega^{+(\xi; \tau)} &= 0, \\
\Omega^{-}(\xi; \tau) &= \Omega^{-}(\varphi),
\end{align*}
\]

which is a solution in the form of a pulse having an arbitrary but invariant profile which is defined by initial conditions. Then

\[
\begin{align*}
\Omega^{+}_{\varphi} &= \frac{1}{\tau_{p}} \Omega^{+}_{\varphi}, \\
\Omega^{-}_{\varphi} &= \frac{1}{\tau_{p}} \Omega^{+}_{\varphi},
\end{align*}
(22)
\]

where the subscript \( \varphi \) indicates a partial derivative with respect to \( \varphi \). Representing \( P \) as \( P = P_{1} + iP_{2} \), where \( P_{1,2} \) are real functions, reduce Eqs. (7b) and (7c) to the Bloch equations containing \( P_{1}, P_{2}, \) and \( n \),

\[
\begin{align*}
P_{1x} &= n\Omega^{+} \cos k'\xi, \\
P_{2x} &= n\Omega^{+} \sin k'\xi, \\
n_{x} &= -\Omega^{+(P_{1} \cos k'\xi + P_{2} \sin k'\xi)}. \quad (23)
\end{align*}
\]

It is easy to check that the Eqs. (23) exhibit the conservation law

\[
P_{1}^{2} + P_{2}^{2} + n^{2} = 1 \quad (24)
\]

for the length of the Bloch vector \( R = (P_{1}, P_{2}, n) \), \( |R|^{2} = 1 \) [Fig. 4(a)].

The Bloch Eqs. (23) are equivalent to one vector equation

\[
R_{x} = [\Omega \times R].
(25)
\]

where the torque vector is given by \( \Omega = (\Omega_{1}, \Omega_{2}, \Omega_{3}) \):

\[
\begin{align*}
\Omega_{1} &= -\Omega^{+} \sin k'\xi, \\
\Omega_{2} &= \Omega^{+} \cos k'\xi, \\
\Omega_{3} &= 0.
\end{align*}
\]

Thereby, the vector \( \Omega \) lies in the plane formed by the axes \( P_{1} \) and \( P_{2} \) [Fig. 4(b)]. The vector \( R \) rotates around \( \Omega \) so that its end draws a circle, the Bloch vector itself by rotation draws a cone. The angle \( \alpha \) between vectors \( R \) and \( \Omega \) is equal to \( k'\xi \) at any time.

To solve the vector Eq. (25), let us pass on to the coordinate system with new axes \( P_{1}', P_{2}', \) and \( n' \), rotated with respect to the old coordinate system by \( \alpha = k'\xi \) around the axis \( n \). Thereby, the axis \( P_{2}' \) is directed along the vector \( \Omega \) and the axis \( n' \) coincides with the axis \( n \).

In the new coordinate system, we seek the solution in the form

\[
P_{1}' = \sin \theta \cos \varphi, \quad P_{2}' = \cos \theta, \quad n' = -\sin \theta \sin \varphi, \quad \theta = \theta(\xi; \tau)
(26)
\]

where \( \theta = \theta(\xi; \tau) \) is an angle taken from the point A anticlockwise [Fig. 4(c)]. The circle drawn in the figure is a trajectory of
Finally, introducing Eq. (26) into Eq. (27), we obtain
\[
\begin{align*}
P_1 &= -(1/2) \sin 2\alpha(1 - \cos \theta), \\
T_2 &= \sin^2 \alpha \cos \theta + \cos^2 \alpha, \\
n &= -\sin \alpha \sin \theta.
\end{align*}
\]  

(28)

Introducing Eqs. (28) into the Bloch Eqs. (23), we get the connection between an angle \( \theta \) and a propagating wave amplitude \( \Omega^\pm \),
\[
\theta(\xi, \tau) = \int_{-\infty}^{\xi} \Omega^+(\xi', \tau')d\xi'.
\]  

(29)

As the mean atom dipole moment \( P \) [Eq. (28)] has the spatial phase \( 2\alpha = 2k'\xi \), the right-hand part of Eq. (7a), by averaging, becomes a zero value due to spatial phase mismatching between atom dipole moments and field wave. Zeroing of the right-hand part leads to suppression of the Bragg reflection \( \Omega^\mp(\xi, \tau) = 0 \) and to invariance of the propagating wave profile \( \Omega^\pm(\xi, \tau) = \Omega^\pm(\varphi) \) while it passes through the RPC.

Finally, the solutions (21), (25), and (29) of the MB Eqs. (7) under the condition of zero initial inversion \( n_0 = 0 \) is
\[
\begin{align*}
\Omega^+(\xi, \tau) &= \Omega^+(\varphi), \\
\Omega^-(\xi, \tau) &= 0, \\
P_1(\xi, \tau) &= -(1/2) \sin 2k'\xi[1 - \cos \theta(\xi, \tau)], \\
P_2(\xi, \tau) &= \sin^2 k'\xi \cos \theta(\xi, \tau) + \cos^2 k'\xi, \\
n(\xi, \tau) &= -\sin k'\xi \sin \theta(\xi, \tau).
\end{align*}
\]

If the pulse area Eq. (29) is \( \theta = 2\pi \), the state of excited atoms after pulse passing does not change because the Bloch vector is rotated for \( 2\pi \) by the pulse and then returns back to its initial state: \( P_1 = 0, P_2 = 1, n = 0 \). So a quasi-linear \( 2\pi \) pulse propagates in the Bragg structure. Each atom response is nonlinear because atom dipole moment and inversion have a nonlinear dependence on the field [Eq. (28)], but average resonant medium polarization is zero and pulse propagates as in a linear medium. Unlike a nonlinear GS, the form of the quasi-linear \( 2\pi \) pulse may be arbitrary but its area must be equal to \( 2\pi \). The obtained analytical solution is in good agreement with numerical one (Fig. 5).

The analogous effect in the case of \( n_0 = 0 \) is also observed under incoherent initial pump when the dipole moment phases of resonant atoms are random in the initial moment of time. In this case, a pulse propagates also with velocity equal to the light velocity in a linear matrix without Bragg reflection.

Let us show that, in a continuous RPC, changing of resonant atom concentration profile can enlarge pulse intensity and simultaneously reduce its duration. For this purpose, we carry out numerical integration of the set of Eqs. (7) with the following initial conditions:
\[
\begin{align*}
\Omega^+(\xi, \tau = 0) &= \Omega^+ sech \varphi, \\
P_1(\xi, \tau = 0) &= P_1 sech \varphi \cos k'\xi, \\
P_2(\xi, \tau = 0) &= P_2 sech \varphi \sin k'\xi, \\
n(\xi, \tau = 0) &= -1 + 2 sech^2 \varphi, \\
\Omega^+(\xi = 0, \tau) &= 0, \quad \Omega^-(\xi = L, \tau) = 0.
\end{align*}
\]

by averaging, becomes a zero value due to spatial phase mismatching between atom dipole moments and field wave. Zeroing of the right-hand part leads to suppression of the Bragg reflection \( \Omega^\mp(\xi, \tau) = 0 \) and to invariance of the propagating wave profile \( \Omega^\pm(\xi, \tau) = \Omega^\pm(\varphi) \) while it passes through the RPC.

Finally, the solutions (21), (25), and (29) of the MB Eqs. (7) under the condition of zero initial inversion \( n_0 = 0 \) is
\[
\begin{align*}
\Omega^+(\xi, \tau) &= \Omega^+(\varphi), \\
\Omega^-(\xi, \tau) &= 0, \\
P_1(\xi, \tau) &= -(1/2) \sin 2k'\xi[1 - \cos \theta(\xi, \tau)], \\
P_2(\xi, \tau) &= \sin^2 k'\xi \cos \theta(\xi, \tau) + \cos^2 k'\xi, \\
n(\xi, \tau) &= -\sin k'\xi \sin \theta(\xi, \tau).
\end{align*}
\]

If the pulse area Eq. (29) is \( \theta = 2\pi \), the state of excited atoms after pulse passing does not change because the Bloch vector is rotated for \( 2\pi \) by the pulse and then returns back to its initial state: \( P_1 = 0, P_2 = 1, n = 0 \). So a quasi-linear \( 2\pi \) pulse propagates in the Bragg structure. Each atom response is nonlinear because atom dipole moment and inversion have a nonlinear dependence on the field [Eq. (28)], but average resonant medium polarization is zero and pulse propagates as in a linear medium. Unlike a nonlinear GS, the form of the quasi-linear \( 2\pi \) pulse may be arbitrary but its area must be equal to \( 2\pi \). The obtained analytical solution is in good agreement with numerical one (Fig. 5).

The analogous effect in the case of \( n_0 = 0 \) is also observed under incoherent initial pump when the dipole moment phases of resonant atoms are random in the initial moment of time. In this case, a pulse propagates also with velocity equal to the light velocity in a linear matrix without Bragg reflection.

Let us show that, in a continuous RPC, changing of resonant atom concentration profile can enlarge pulse intensity and simultaneously reduce its duration. For this purpose, we carry out numerical integration of the set of Eqs. (7) with the following initial conditions:
\[
\begin{align*}
\Omega^+(\xi, \tau = 0) &= \Omega^+ sech \varphi, \\
P_1(\xi, \tau = 0) &= P_1 sech \varphi \cos k'\xi, \\
P_2(\xi, \tau = 0) &= P_2 sech \varphi \sin k'\xi, \\
n(\xi, \tau = 0) &= -1 + 2 sech^2 \varphi, \\
\Omega^+(\xi = 0, \tau) &= 0, \quad \Omega^-(\xi = L, \tau) = 0.
\end{align*}
\]
We take the following resonant atom concentration profile:

\[ \tilde{\rho}(\xi) = \sum_{m=0}^{L/d} a \text{sech}(ak')d(\xi-md'), \]  

where function \( \tilde{\delta}(\xi-md') \) equals 1 at \( \xi \in (md' \pm d'/2) \) and zero at any other point.

Parameter \( a \) defines both a profile amplitude and a profile width. Thus, changing \( a \), we conserve the number of resonant atoms within the period of the structure. The structure consists of two parts. Over 1400 periods in the beginning of the structure \( a = 8 \) and, as it is shown above, a soliton forms within this segment. The pulse velocity \( v = 0.68 \) and its duration \( \tau_p = 0.46 \). Then we slowly lessen an amplitude of the profile modulation [Eq. (30)] until the value \( a = 2 \) in the region of the length \( \Delta L = 800d' \). The pulse accelerates to velocity 0.88, its forward wave amplitude increases, and the backward one becomes smaller. In Fig. 6, the dependencies of the counterpropagating Bragg wave amplitudes \( \Omega' \) and \( \Omega' \) on time at the input of the excited region \( \xi/d' = 1400 \) and at the output of the structure \( \xi/d' = 2200 \) are shown. Pulse compression at half height is nearly 40\%, its intensity increase is also 40\%. It is well seen from Fig. 6 that pulse amplitude increases not only due to pulse compression but and because of energy transfer from backward wave to the forward one. This effect appears within the linear photonic band gap since slow adiabatic pulse duration reduction keeps the pulse spectrum within the band gap. The band gap does not allow “linear radiation” to leave the pulse, even under changing of the soliton-like amplitude envelope profile. Due to nonlinearity of interaction, the radiation also does not stay in the structure in the form of a standing wave.

4. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, the theory of interaction of intensive coherent radiation with a continuous RPC having an arbitrary resonant atom concentration profile, developed in this paper, allows one to generalize some nonlinear effects (nonlinear Bragg reflection, gap soliton, super-radiance) obtained earlier in a discrete RPC to a wide class of the structures. Pulse dynamics in a continuous RPC is essentially influenced by the initial excitation of resonant atoms. If the atoms are not excited initially, radiation propagates in the form of the gap soliton of self-induced transparency while, in the case of zero initial inversion, the Bragg reflection for the \( 2\pi \) pulse is suppressed entirely and a backward wave does not exist. The pulse coherently propagates in the Bragg structure as a quasi-linear \( 2\pi \) pulse. The same coherent effect of a quasi-linear \( 2\pi \) pulse propagation can also be observed in a homogeneous unmodulated medium. The possibility of compression of laser pulses is shown under slow changing of the amplitude of concentration of resonant atoms in a continuous RPC. It can be expected that the well-designed profile of the periodic concentration of resonant atoms, allowing solitons to have quite small velocity, may help even more effective pulse compression and intensity increase. The possibility of pulse parameter control using changing of the initial conditions and structure profile is of a great applied interest.
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